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This book explores imaginative ways to expand children's experience through play. It incorporates ideas using role play
corners to develop language skills and cross-curricular work. A Corner to Learn features creative ideas on making 21
original home corners and brilliant colour photos of the corner in use. An introductory section describes the role of home
corners learning. The book also provides detailed practical advice and step-by-step line drawings that explain exactly
how to make and use play corners for creative learning. This is a fantastic source of inspiration for making and using
home corners and play to develop early learning.
""Morning's Glory" is a novel: 55 000 words of sex, politics, and religion in, of all places, a suburban church. It's written for
educated women aged 30 and over, and will fascinate men and teenagers. It's fiction that breaks new ground - there has
never been a sexy Christian romance before. For all its passion, it's entirely moral."--Dust-jacket.
Never again forget your keys, where you parked your car, your PIN number, or the name of the person you just met five
minutes ago! Better than a daily dose of Sudoku, Where Did Noah Park the Ark? is filled with eclectic, remarkably
effective techniques that will help you remember everything you need to—and avoid those awkward “senior” moments we
all get from time to time. For instance: ·Remember names and faces using ancient Jewish practices, the Napoleon
method, and the JFK technique. ·Recall dates, events, and long digit numbers with the remarkable system of gematria.
·Recollect tasks, lists, jokes and who begat who with Rabbi Leon of Modena’s amazing cue system developed through
forty years of wandering the desert with not a Post-it note in sight! ·Memorize vast quantities of information, articles, and
books for exams with a little help from Hasidic yeshiva students and their unique learning style. ·Stand in front of an
audience and deliver powerful presentations using the Roman room system and Cicero’s De Oratore teachings.
·Upgrade your memory’s overall performance with the Super Student Success Rules and other effective techniques. Oh,
and practice making quick decisions . . . like buying this book NOW!
This is the story of the incredible journey of Melissa, her family, and her community, and the challenges each faced.
Melissa’s condition, Trisomy 18, is one that carries a poor prognosis and her story is one of unconditional love, hope,
despair, and joy, as she struggled to hold onto her fragile life. For Melissa’s family, life was extremely challenging for her
short nine years. Her story gives the reader an insight into their lives and how each of them coped in their own way.
Josie, Melissa’s mother, in writing Melissa’s story, opens her heart and innermost feelings and thoughts, enabling the
reader to gain an understanding of how, despite the many challenges Melissa faced, each achievement was a milestone
to be proud of. -Shirley Wass- Parent to Parent New Zealand
Acclaimed travel writer Rick Antonson sets his adventurous compass on Mount Ararat, exploring the region’s long
history, religious mysteries, and complex politics. Mount Ararat is the most fabled mountain in the world. For millennia
this massif in eastern Turkey has been rumored as the resting place of Noah’s Ark following the Great Flood. But it also
plays a significant role in the longstanding conflict between Turkey and Armenia. Author Rick Antonson joined a fivemember expedition to the mountain’s nearly 17,000-foot summit, trekking alongside a contingent of Armenians, for
whom Mount Ararat is the stolen symbol of their country. Antonson weaves vivid historical anecdote with unexpected
travel vignettes, whether tracing earlier mountaineering attempts on the peak, recounting the genocide of Armenians and
its unresolved debate, or depicting the Kurds’ ambitions for their own nation’s borders, which some say should include
Mount Ararat. What unfolds in Full Moon Over Noah’s Ark is one man’s odyssey, a tale told through many stories.
Starting with the flooding of the Black Sea in 5600 BCE, through to the Epic of Gilgamesh and the contrasting narratives
of the Great Flood known to followers of the Judaic, Christian and Islamic religions, Full Moon Over Noah’s Ark takes
readers along with Antonson through the shadows and broad landscapes of Turkey, Iraq, Iran and Armenia, shedding
light on a troubled but fascinating area of the world. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade imprint, are proud to
publish a broad range of books for readers interested in history--books about World War II, the Third Reich, Hitler and his
henchmen, the JFK assassination, conspiracies, the American Civil War, the American Revolution, gladiators, Vikings,
ancient Rome, medieval times, the old West, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York
Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
This is the story of a journey following the Silk Road, from Europe to China, beginning in London. The real journey starts
in Istanbul, winding through the history and countryside of Turkey and over the border into Iran, to experience its rich
history and architecture. There are bizarre experiences of the beautiful, modern but empty city of Ashgabat, and much
more. A trip to the disappearing Aral Sea, is followed by immense architecture and history, across a land fought over by
Alexander the Great, Tamarind and Genghis Khan. There is the enchanting mountains of Kyrgyzstan, with its beautiful
mountains and lakes, known as Asia's little Switzerland. The scene slowly changes as the Muslim influence gives way to
Han Chinese dominance, the Great Wall of China and the end of the Silk Road.
This worldwide study examines how religion gets into theme parks – as mission, as an aspect of culture, as fable, and by
chance. Gods and Rollercoasters analyses religion in theme parks, looking at how it relates to modernism, popular
culture, right-wing politics, nationalism, and the rise of the global middle class. Crispin Paine argues that religion has
discovered a major new means of expression through theme parks. From the reconstruction of Biblical Jerusalem at the
Holy Land Experience in Orlando, through the world of Chinese mythology at Haw Par Villa in Singapore, to the great
temple/theme park Akshardham in New Delhi, this book shows how people are encountering and experiencing religion in
the context of fun, thrills and leisure time. Drawing on examples from six of the seven continents, and exploring religious
traditions including Christianity, Daoism, Buddhism, Hinduism and Islam, Gods and Rollercoasters provides a significant
contribution to the study of religion, sociology, anthropology, and popular culture.
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*A SCOTSMAN TRAVEL BOOK OF THE YEAR* Stranded at Schiphol airport, Ben Coates called up a friendly Dutch girl
he'd met some months earlier. He stayed for dinner. Actually, he stayed for good. In the first book to consider the hidden
heart and history of the Netherlands from a modern perspective, the author explores the length and breadth of his
adopted homeland and discovers why one of the world's smallest countries is also so significant and so fascinating. It is a
self-made country, the Dutch national character shaped by the ongoing battle to keep the water out from the love of dairy
and beer to the attitude to nature and the famous tolerance. Ben Coates investigates what makes the Dutch the Dutch,
why the Netherlands is much more than Holland and why the colour orange is so important. Along the way he reveals
why they are the world's tallest people and have the best carnival outside Brazil. He learns why Amsterdam's brothels are
going out of business, who really killed Anne Frank, and how the Dutch manage to be richer than almost everyone else
despite working far less. He also discovers a country which is changing fast, with the Dutch now questioning many of the
liberal policies which made their nation famous. A personal portrait of a fascinating people, a sideways history and an
entertaining travelogue, Why the Dutch are Different is the story of an Englishman who went Dutch. And loved it.
Ali Bobrow is an other-worldly single parent with a fraught nine-year-old daughter, a malevolent 'ex' with a grabby new
wife, and an underused artistic talent. A pushover when it comes to needy neighbours and uninvited children, she allows
her house to be the local drop-in centre, until she collides with Noah Glazer, who falls for her pale red hair. A solid man of
science, Noah walks into her over-populated life bringing good sense, order and security. But ten years on, Ali is drawn
back into the complexities of her past: an old lover, two ex-spouses, a colleague from clown school and a small smuggled
cat all help to rock the boat.
With Weymouth and Portland hosting the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games sailing events, the profile of the
area will be raised considerably in the years leading up to the Games. Weymouth's seaside history and heritage will be a
focus of attention and will contribute significantly to the regeneration of the town in the coming years. Weymouth has
been a popular seaside resort for over 250 years. Likened to Montpelier and Naples for its natural beauty and healthy
climate, it received the endorsement of King George III. His presence helped the town to expand rapidly in the late 18th
and early 19th centuries, resulting in a stunning legacy of seafront terraces that continue to provide accommodation for
thousands of holidaymakers each year. Weymouth boasts an eclectic mix of medieval town planning, harbour-side
industry and former military sites that have had an impact on the town's development as a seaside resort. Many of the
buildings associated with declining brewing and maritime industries have now been redeveloped and serve as amenities
and accommodation for residents and visitors. An English Heritage opinion poll in 2007 found that seventy-five per cent
of respondents felt that 'the historic character of seaside towns is what makes them beautiful and enjoyable'. This book
describes the colourful story of Weymouth's seaside history and the buildings and open spaces that survive to tell this
story. It also demonstrates how the historic environment can play an important part in the future development of the town.
This historic text has been updated. The blends and words in this reader are arranged to correlate with the sequence in
which the special phonics sounds are taught. This reader is an invaluable teaching tool for children who need extra
practice in the application of phonics rules.
La Brea Tar Pits once trapped prehistoric mammals. Today that killer has a chemical cousin in the Athabasca oil sands of
Alberta, Canada--immense deposits of natural asphalt destined for upgrading to synthetic crude oil. If the harvesting of
this natural asphalt continues unabated, we might find ourselves stuck in a muck of a different kind. Humanity has used
asphalt for thousands of years. This humble hydrocarbon may have glued the first arrowhead to the first shaft, but the
changes wrought by this material are most dramatic since its emergence as pavement. Since the 1920s the automobile
and blacktop have allowed unprecedented numbers of Americans to experience the beauty of their continent from the
Adirondacks to the Rockies and beyond, to Big Sur and the Pacific Coast Highway. Blacktop roads, runways, and parking
lots constitute the central arteries of our environment, creating a distinct "political territory" and a "political economy of
velocity." In Asphalt: A History Kenneth O'Reilly provides a history of this everyday substance. By tracing the history of
asphalt--in both its natural and processed forms--from ancient times to the present, O'Reilly sets out to identify its
importance within various contexts of human society and culture. Although O'Reilly argues that asphalt creates our
environment, he believes it also eventually threatens it. Looking at its role in economics, politics, and global warming,
O'Reilly explores asphalt's contribution to the history, and future, of America and the world.
Historian Anna Bennett has a book to write. She also has an insomniac toddler, a precocious, death-obsessed sevenyear-old, and a frequently absent ecologist husband who has brought them all to Colsay, a desolate island in the
Hebrides, so he can count the puffins. Ferociously sleep-deprived, torn between mothering and her desire for the
pleasures of work and solitude, Anna becomes haunted by the discovery of a baby's skeleton in the garden of their
house. Her narrative is punctuated by letters home, written 200 years before, by May, a young, middle-class midwife
desperately trying to introduce modern medicine to the suspicious, insular islanders. The lives of these two characters
intersect unexpectedly in this deeply moving but also at times blackly funny story about maternal ambivalence, the way
we try to control children, and about women's vexed and passionate relationship with work. Moss's second novel displays
an exciting expansion of her range - showing her to be both an excellent comic writer and a novelist of great emotional
depth.
With the intelligent, surreal humour we might expect from a member of THE LEAGUE OF GENTLEMEN, NEVER TRUST
A RABBIT breathes new life into the drama of the ordinary urban thirty-something, in a series of modern morality tales
about enchantment in everyday life' THE TIMES Unsettling premonitions, fortune-telling cashpoints and disappearing
mazes all converge in Jeremy Dyson's first book - a collection of short stories that established him as a formidable
storyteller on original publication. Reissued in Abacus with a new introduction by the author, NEVER TRUST A RABBIT
has already become a cult favourite.
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Stephen Cryer is a carefree young man who has just graduated from high school and is beginning to feel the freedom of
living away from home. Like so many other young people, he is drawn to the partying lifestyle he and his friends are
beginning to enjoy too much. Stephen has a girlfriend and a good relationship with his father, and he doesn’t seem to
have any worries in his life. That is until he meets an unusual man who is known to everyone by the name of H. Stephen
tries hard to be successful in his classes at college but is constantly allowing himself to be distracted by the nightlife he
thoroughly enjoys. During a break from college, Stephen goes home for Thanksgiving and finds out he has to face the
demons that remained behind with his father and his brothers. Upon his return from break, Stephen falls deeper and
deeper into an unhealthy lifestyle of going out night after night. His life begins to unravel in ways he could not possibly
have anticipated. All the while, H remains his close companion during Stephen’s descent into a madness of his own
making.
Noah has the challenge of stacking the animals onto the ark. But how will he fit them all on? Perhaps parking them in
tight, like a parking garage, is the only way! This is a fun and engaging retelling in rhyme of the story of Noah and his ark
that will entertain young children and parents alike.
Intends to share experience and practice among colleagues (foundation stage practitioners and teachers in year one in
primary schools) as they seek to implement the QCA Foundation Stage Curriculum Guidance (2000) and the QCA
Foundation Stage Profile (2003).
An idyllic island holds a dark secret . . . - On a hot August day in 1994, 76 holidaymakers travel to an island off the North
Norfolk coast. Only 75 return alive – a young man is murdered, the case left unsolved. Twenty years later, using state-ofthe-art forensics, the DNA results of a bloodsoaked towel prompts DI Peter Shaw to summon all 75 original suspects to a
mass screening, but one of them, the beautiful Marianne Osbourne, is found dead in her bed. Is there a link to the 1994
murder? DI Shaw and DS Valentine become immersed in the dark secrets of an isolated community.
Would you Adam and Eve it? Over a hundred years after it was first heard on the streets of Ye Olde London Towne,
Cockney rhyming slang is still going strong, and this book contains the most comprehensive and entertaining guide yet.
Presented in an easy-to-read A to Z format, it explains the meaning of hundreds of terms, from old favourites such as
apples and pears (stairs) and plates of meat (feet) to the more obscure band of hope (soap) and cuts and scratches
(matches) through to modern classics such as Anthea Turner (earner) and Ashley Cole (own goal), as well as providing
fascinating background info and curious Cockney facts throughout. Also included are a series of language tests so that
readers can brush up on their newfound knowledge on their way to becoming a true Cockney Geezer. All in all, The
Ultimate Cockney Geezer's Guide to Rhyming Slang is well worth your bread and honey to have a butcher's.
Nothing much ever happens in Monksford. Even so, reporter Jemma Durham dreams of the story that will take her from
the small Monksford Gazetteto a national newspaper. Then the town revives the tradition of the medieval mystery plays
that were performed across England hundreds of years ago—and life in Monksford turns decidedly more interesting.
Wisconsin Dells embodies the spirit of classic roadside America. In this comprehensive, completely independent guide,
learn about the Dells' waterparks, resorts, tours of the Wisconsin River, family activities, amusement parks, motels,
restaurants, and many other wacky attractions which line the Parkway for miles. With so much to offer visitors, Wisconsin
Dells is truly a classic American vacation destination.
You can't read far in the Bible without being jolted by an account of polygamy, slavery, gender inequality...or even a dead
man springing to life when his corpse touches a prophet's bones. With a touch of dry humor, Miller briefly offers popular
interpretations and leaves you with food for thought.
A wonderful Liverpool saga spanning forty years from bestselling author Maureen Lee. 1960s Liverpool's glamorous
world of music is the place to be. So when Sean, Lachlan and Max form The Merseysiders, and Jeannie and Rita
become part of The Flower Girls, they put heart and soul into their performances and achieve success beyond their
wildest dreams. The greatest star of all is Sean McDowd, adored by women everywhere yet unable to get his first love
out of his mind. But Jeannie Flowers has married Lachlan... No one is prepared for the deceits and betrayals that lie
ahead.
O'Bryons new book is packed with quotes, trivia, historical interest, inspiration, and wisdom. (Christian)
A road guide to the Peach State Georgia’s varying but always lovely landscapes have long made its roads some of the
most well-travelled and much-loved in the country. Backroads & Byways of Georgia offers twenty-five of the best short
and long rides the state has to offer. Take a ride down through historic Savannah and the Atlantic Coastal Plain in the
south, or cruise along the Appalachians in the northwest, or catch sight of the sublime Blue Ridge Mountains of
Georgia’s northeast. At the intersection of so much geographical diversity, Georgia makes a remarkable driver’s
getaway, always with something new to discover—whether you’re looking to get lost in its abundant natural beauty or
experience the cityscapes of Atlanta or Columbus. As with all of our Backroads & Byways titles, this book equips you with
itineraries appropriate for visits of differing durations and in different seasons, tips for comfortable accommodations, great
food, and good shopping too.
As Captain Jake Noah and his team struggle to unravel and understand recent events, a new hope for the future
emerges. Now Jake must lead his community of survivors on their longest journey yet. But a shocking revelation from his
past threatens to undermine his authority, and throws his life into disarray. They say every cloud has a silver lining. The
survivors aboard cruise ship Spirit of Arcadia have passed through many clouds. Have they finally found something to
make their struggle worthwhile? Captain Jake Noah thinks so. His little fleet is heading halfway around the world in
search of a new home. Somewhere safe where they can start afresh. With criminal elements in their midst, personal
problems to deal with, and perilous waters to navigate, it’s a journey that is fraught with danger and difficulty. Will their
efforts bear fruit at last? Or will their voyage be in vain? Voyage is the fourth novel in the thrilling Noah’s Ark series, a
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post-apocalyptic contemporary sea adventure. The series comprises the following books: 1. Survivors 2. Contagion 3.
Encounters Keywords: apocalypse, apocalyptic, post-apocalyptic, sci-fi, science fiction, end of the world, sea stories, sea
adventures, cruise ship, action adventure, thriller, series, serial, saga, books about the apocalypse, last survivors, last
humans, end of days, submarine, travel fiction
EXTRAORDINARY MEMOIR OF A LIFE AND LOVE TORN APART BY DEMENTIA When her husband Tony was
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s in 2004, Steph Booth had to say goodbye to life as she knew it. The disease encroached
into their lives, taking away Tony day by day. Open and honest, but with heart and warmth, Steph reveals and the
hardship of caring for Tony and losing herself in the midst of it. Along the way we learn of the people they were, the
dynamics of their relationship – Tony’s theatrics, Steph’s stubbornness – effortlessly captured with lightness and
humour. Borne out of her much-loved Irish Times column, Married to Alzheimer’s is a poignant account of a life and love
torn apart by dementia and a bond that was unshakeable. Tony was never a conformist. An actor, rebel, raconteur. The
frustration, the grief, the laughter, the anger, the joy meant life with him was anything but ordinary.
Noah's Car Park ArkSPCK
The Rough Guide to Sicily Make the most of your time on Earth with the ultimate travel guides. World-renowned 'tell it
like it is' travel guide. Discover Sicily with this comprehensive and entertaining travel guide, packed with practical
information and honest recommendations by our independent experts. Whether you plan to climb Mount Etna, relax on
the golden sands of Cefalù or explore the Valley of the Temples, the Rough Guide to Sicily will help you discover the best
places to explore, eat, drink, shop and sleep along the way. Features of this travel guide to Sicily: - Detailed regional
coverage: provides practical information for every kind of trip, from off-the-beaten-track adventures to chilled-out breaks
in popular tourist areas - Honest and independent reviews: written with Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour,
honesty and expertise, our writers will help you make the most from your trip to Sicily - Meticulous mapping: practical fullcolour maps, with clearly numbered, colour-coded keys. Find your way around Palermo, Catania and many more
locations without needing to get online - Fabulous full-colour photography: features inspirational colour photography,
including the magnificent cave-riddled canyon of Cava Grande del Fiume Cassibile and the spectacular views of the
Madonie mountains - Time-saving itineraries: carefully planned routes will help inspire and inform your on-the-road
experiences - Things not to miss: Rough Guides' rundown of Ragusa Ibla, Sampieri, Linosa and Monreale's best sights
and top experiences - Travel tips and info: packed with essential pre-departure information including getting around,
accommodation, food and drink, health, the media, festivals, sports and outdoor activities, culture and etiquette, shopping
and more - Background information: comprehensive 'Contexts' chapter provides fascinating insights into Sicily, with
coverage of history, religion, ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and books, plus a handy language section and glossary
- Covers: Palermo; Cefalù; the Monit Madonie; the Aeolian Islands; Messina; Taormina; the northeast; Catania; Etna;
SIracusa; Enna; Agrigento; the southwest; Trapani; the west You may also be interested in: The Rough Guide to Italy,
The Rough Guide to Sardinia, The Rough Guide to Rome About Rough Guides: Rough Guides have been inspiring
travellers for over 35 years, with over 30 million copies sold globally. Synonymous with practical travel tips, quality writing
and a trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos, the Rough Guides list includes more than 260 travel guides to 120+ destinations,
gift-books and phrasebooks.
This photocopiable book provides a resource for the Literacy Hour, the National Curriculum for English and the Scottish
Guidelines for English Language 5-14. Covering the key requirements for text-level work (comprehension and
composition), it provides sections of structured lesson-plans on the main genres (narrative, non-fiction, poetry and plays),
90 linked copymasters which include extracts from books and poems, continuing and end-of-section assessments, and
National Literacy Strategy and Scotland 5-14 planners.
2004 - The discovery of a skeleton in the Liverpool docklands unearths long buried secrets. Reporter, Anne McCarthy is
keen to prove herself and dives into the case with abandon. There she finds Michael, an old Irish caretaker who knows
far more than he’s letting on. Meanwhile, Vinny Doyle is starting a postgrad degree, researching Liverpool’s immigrant
history and a burgeoning Scouse identity. But Vinny has been neglecting his own family history and stranger Michael
might know about his father disappeared in the 70s. 1955 - Escaping violence in Ireland, Michael falls in with Wicklow
boys Jack Power and Paddy Doyle, who smuggle contraband through the docks. Putting them at odds with unions while
they rally the dock workers against the rackets and the strikebreakers. As the conflict heightens, Michael questions the
life sprawling out ahead of him. In the present, Anne races to solve the mystery, but is she prepared for what she’ll find?
This is a story of identity, family, and the search for truth.
This title examines the wide-ranging and growing number of policies and practices which are intended to contribute to
children's wellbeing.
One year ago, Marta Hughes won a purse-choking sum of money at a local casino. She never returned home. Her body
was discovered in a ditch twelve miles from her home; her car was back in her driveway. Linnet Isherwood cannot let her
friend's unsolved murder rest. She convinces ex-cop Michael McLaren to return to the work he loves. He sifts through a
confusing web of lies, misconceptions and veiled motives. Are anonymous late-night phone calls, a vanished hitchhiker,
and a stalker wielding empty beer bottles somehow related to the case? Or maybe the woman he broke off with is
seeking revenge.
The classic pocket guide to the language of London. This wonderful little guide to cockney rhyming slang contains over
1,700 old and new rhymes translated from Cockney to English and English to Cockney, including: Custard and jelly - telly
Hot cross bun - nun Lemon tart - smart Rock ’n’ roll - dole Sticky toffee - coffee ...and many more. Master the art of the
Cockney rhyme and discover the Cockney origins of common British phrases.
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